Mary D. Bradford
High School

Mission Statement

The Mission of Bradford High School, the model of a diverse, caring community of learners, is to assure that each student graduates with the capability and character to achieve maximum potential while contributing to our community and global society by engaging every student in a wealth of academic and extra-curricular experiences focused on personal interests and aspirations.

Objectives

By graduation, all students will meet or exceed District and State proficiency levels in reading, math, science and social studies.

All students will consistently exhibit responsible and respectful behavior and annually participate in meaningful service projects.

All students will meet the District requirements for graduation by 2011.

Each graduate will be fully prepared to make a successful transition to further education or a career of choice.

Tactics

We will improve Communication and Collaboration in order to unite students, staff, families, and community to best achieve our school’s mission and objectives.

We will ensure that all departments implement District curriculum and Common Assessments and use effective and varied Instructional Strategies to help students reach proficiency levels in reading, math, science, and social studies.

We will develop and implement a Series of Interventions for both academic and behavioral concerns for those students who are disengaged from the learning environment.

We will develop and implement plans to teach, model and reinforce Responsible and Respectful Behavior and a commitment to service by all members of the Bradford learning community.

We will create a system to ensure that all students are prepared to make a Successful Transition to further education or a career of choice.

Kindly complete this tear-off and return it to Linda Shemanske, Office Manager, by Friday, March 3.

We invite you to become a member of the Action Team or to serve as an Action Team Leader.

*Training will be provided for Action Team Leaders

Name: _________________________________
Leader* ____     Member ___________

COMMUNICATION/COLLABORATION
COMMUNICATION/COLLABORATION
COMMON ASSESSMENTS/INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
INTERVENTIONS/Academic & Behavioral
RESPONSIBLE/Respectful Behavior
SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION AFTER GRADUATION

(Leader)
KUSD Mission Statement
The mission of Kenosha Unified School District, an educational system which values our multicultural heritage, is to empower all students to reach their unique capabilities, contribute to our community, and compete in a global society by providing diverse and challenging opportunities to learn through the collaborative efforts of students, families, community and staff.

Volunteers Needed for Bradford High School Action Teams
Leaders and members are needed for the five Action Teams discussed in this pamphlet. Persons interested in serving on or leading one of our Action Teams should fill out the form on the reverse side and return it to Linda Shemanske, Office Manager, no later than Friday, March 3, 2006. She can also be reached at lshemans@kusd.edu.

Mary D. Bradford High School
Site Planning
Implementing a Plan for Our Future

March 1, 2006
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This team worked for two full days to come to consensus on the Mission, Objectives and Tactics. The Bradford Learning Community is now excited to move forward with work on the Action Plans. We invite you to become a member of the Action Teams that will begin work within the next few weeks.

Volunteers Needed for Bradford High School Action Teams
Leaders and members are needed for the five Action Teams discussed in this pamphlet. Persons interested in serving on or leading one of our Action Teams should fill out the form on the reverse side and return it to Linda Shemanske, Office Manager, no later than Friday, March 3, 2006. She can also be reached at lshemans@kusd.edu.